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The Inspiration 

In July 2014, I undertook to recreate an outfit from Domenico 

Ghirlandaio's painting, “The Resurrection of the Boy”, 1482-1485 

(Figure 1). To achieve the proper look, the outfit would require 

construction of multiple separate garments, including a camicia, 

giorgiera (partlet), gamurra (underdress) and cioppa (overdress). 

 

I was inspired by this outfit because it is different from most overgowns seen during this period, which 

typically feature a deep V neckine. My interest was further piqued when I could not find any other 

examples of attempts to recreate this outfit or a similarly styled cioppa. 

  

As I researched the garments and fashion of the late 15th century, I could find precious few mentions of 

this particular outfit, though there were references to other outfits in the painting. I did find a single 

sentence relating to this topic: "...A detail from Ghirlandaio's "The Resurrection of the Boy" in the 

Sassetti Chapel (1483-86), shows the public costume of an upper-class young girl" (Frick 164). This 

information suggests that the dress is different because it is worn by a young lady, rather than an adult 

woman. 

 

The Cioppa 

Cioppa is a general word for an overdress in Florence, Italy (Frick 306). Typically, the cioppa is 

considered to be a very full overdress with a deep V neckline. However, the young woman’s overdress in 

"The Resurrection of the Boy" is best described as a cioppa, or cioppettina. She is most likely wearing a 

silk cioppa, based on the reflection of light on the fabric. 

 

Construction Notes 

I was unable to find any concrete information regarding how the gamurra and cioppa were made. The 

references available to us tend to be educated guesses based on the appearance of the garment in 

paintings and other visual sources, as there are no extant pieces of this period and style to reference. 

Neither are there tailor’s handbooks or other written pattern guides, such as became popular in the late 

16th century. 

 

One common method found on the internet is “Uncle Rashid’s” construction of the gamurra bodice for 

which I was unable to find the original documentation that accompanied the image (Figure 2). This 

method constructs the bodice with a bag lining, similar to modern construction methods.  I was unable 

to date the advent of a bag lining, and was thus unsure of the period accuracy of this method.  

 

To begin my recreation, I was fitted for a bodice by a friend, by using lengths of muslin and pinning it to 

my body. I used this pattern to make a mock up of the bodice, and fit it to myself. This allowed me to 

adjust the neckline and waistline to match the inspiration picture.  

 

I chose to use linen for my recreation due to the prohibitive cost of silk. This was a poor decision for this 

outfit, as it became difficult to put on the cioppa due to the friction of tight-fitting linen against linen. 

 

Figure 1, Resurrection of the Boy,  Ghirlandaio 



Bodice  

I cut the bodice pattern out of the blue linen and thus began my project. I realized that I technically had 

a gamurra pattern with a center opening for lacing, not a closed front bodice for the cioppa. I decided to 

stitch the center seam closed, rather than wait for a rare chance to have another fitting with my friend, 

which could be months (Figure 3). 

 

The bodice is made of four layers of fabric, in order to achieve the proper fit and appearance. The shell 

is made of the blue linen, with a lighter blue linen for the lining, and cotton duck for the interlining.  

 

I cut the pattern twice, without seam allowance, from my interlining, but with seam allowance for the 

shell and lining. I placed one layer of interlining against the lining and folded the seam allowance against 

the interlining. I used a whipstitch to secure the seam allowance all the way around the edge (Figure 4). I 

then whipstitched the center front closed, and whipstitched the shoulders together.  

 

I repeated the process with another layer of interlining and the exterior fabric. After all this was done, I 

whipstitched the lining/interlining to the interlining/shell around all edges (Figure 5). Lastly, I began the 

painstaking process of sewing eyelets, using DMC cotton floss and an awl. I used grey DMC perle cotton 

to make lucet laces and shaped aiglets for the ends using brass sheeting, pliers and an awl. 

 

Skirt 

I used six yards of linen for the skirt, forming the rectangle of fabric into a tube by french seaming the 

two edges. I cut a slit in one side and roll hemmed the skirt openings. I now had to decide how to attach 

the cioppa skirt to the bodice. 

 

This had been bugging me for a while as the cioppa in “Resurrection of the Boy” does not look, to me, 

like cartridge pleating, knife pleating or box pleating, the types of pleating known to be in use at the 

time. To my eye, the folds of the skirt and shadows looked like rolled pleats, which isn’t one of the three 

types mentioned above (Figure 1). 

 

I could not find any mention of rolled pleats in use during the late 15th century, or even the beginning of 

the 15th century. I have no idea when rolled pleats were first used, but there are many images that look 

quite similar to the appearance of rolled pleats (Figure 6). 

 

I decided to try rolled pleats and see if they looked like the painting. My goal was to recreate the 

appearance of a painting, and I did my best to achieve that goal, even if I had to cheat to get the proper 

look. 

 

I began by using a BBQ fork (large 2 tined metal fork) to roll pleat the fabric. This is how it works: you 

slide the fabric between the two tines and twist. One turn will achieve a knife pleat, multiple turns will 

achieve a rolled pleat. After attaching the whole of the skirt, I decided that the pleats looked too big, not 

like the portrait, so I took it all apart.  

 

I tried repleating with the fork, but finally I decided to try a pair of pliers laying about nearby. This was 

harder to do, as it didn’t have nice straight sides like the fork did, but I was able to carefully create rolled 

pleats by turning the pliers 3 times in the front and 4 times in the back. 

 

I then stitched the pleats to the bodice, sewing through the part of the pleat closest to the bodice with 

DMC perle cotton, then through the entire pleat to hold it in place permanently (Figure 7). This was 



much closer to the painting than the first try, however the pleats were opening up in the front. So I 

threaded more perle cotton and ran a permanent thread discreetly through the rolls about 4 inches 

from the top to keep them in place. 

 

My mom marked the hem while I was wearing camicia, gamurra and cioppa, leaving a train in the back. I 

hemstitched both the lining and the shell fabric separately, to allow the lining to act similarly to a 

petticoat. 

 

Sleeves 

I used "The Curious Frau's" instructions to draft a full length sleeve, which I barely eked out from some 

scraps of the blue linen. I had to widen the wrist to be able to scrunch the sleeve above my elbow, 

similar to the inspiration painting. The sleeve is french seamed closed, with the wrist and shoulder roll 

hemmed. The sleeve was whipstitched to the top of the armscye, but I left it open at the bottom to 

accommodate the bodice openings. This solution doesn't feel natural and I will not be using the same 

method for future dresses. 

 

Final Notes 

I did the best within my available resources to mimic the construction in period of such a garment. Both 

the gamurra and cioppa were stitched by hand using silk thread. I used linen for the exterior and lining 

fabric, but the interlining is cotton duck. A more period method would have been to use linen buckram, 

which I did not have access to at the time.  

 

The lining of the cioppa skirt is cotton, as well, which would not have been used during this period as it 

was an expensive fabric compared to linen. In addition, the center front seam on the bodice is not 

accurate to the painting and creates an odd bulge in the middle of the chest. 
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